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Abstract
1. Ecological surveys increasingly rely on large-scale image datasets, typically terabytes of imagery for a single survey. The ability to collect this volume of data
allows surveys of unprecedented scale, at the cost of expansive volumes of photointerpretation labour.
2. We present Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology (AIDE), an open-source web
framework designed to alleviate the task of image annotation for ecological surveys.
AIDE employs an easy-to-use and customisable labelling interface that supports multiple users, database storage and scalability to the cloud and/or multiple machines.
3. Moreover, AIDE closely integrates users and machine learning models into a feedback loop, where user-provided annotations are employed to re-train the model,
and the latter is applied over unlabelled images to e.g. identify wildlife. These predictions are then presented to the users in optimised order, according to a customisable active learning criterion. AIDE has a number of deep learning models
built-in, but also accepts custom model implementations.
4. Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology has the potential to greatly accelerate annotation tasks for a wide range of researches employing image data. AIDE
is open-source and can be downloaded for free at https://github.com/microsoft/
aerial_wildlife_detection.
KEYWORDS
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single project (Servick, 2014). Such visual data enables non-invasive
estimation of different wildlife population characteristics, such as

Ecological research has recently witnessed a tremendous increase in

censuses through aerial surveys (Hodgson et al., 2016; Kellenberger

the usage of visual data: motion-triggered camera traps produce hun-

et al., 2018; Rey et al., 2017), behaviour analyses (de Kort et al., 2018),

dreds of millions of images worldwide (Swanson et al., 2015;

and habitat monitoring (Stark et al., 2018). However, this high abun-

Weinstein, 2015), unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) cover large areas

dance of visual data may quickly result in large workloads for the photo-

with sub-decimeter resolution (Baxter & Hamilton, 2018; Linchant

interpretation phase following data acquisition: researchers spend

et al., 2015; Nowak et al., 2019), and in-field sound recorders capture

weeks manually identifying species in images, or significant amounts

spectrograms (‘soundscapes’) as a visual product in the terabytes for a

of money are invested to have the annotation work outsourced
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(Torney et al., 2019). To this end, software solutions have been pro-

writing code. The incorporation of ML models into annotation plat-

posed, such as Trapper (Bubnicki et al., 2016), Aardwolf (Krishnappa &

forms has been proposed before, e.g. by the camera trap image tool

Turner, 2014) and camtrapR (Niedballa et al., 2016). While these facil-

Timelapse (Greenberg et al., 2019). However, AIDE does so by means

itate data management, they lack labelling assistance and require users

of a feedback loop, leveraging a heuristic known as active learning

to carry out all annotation work manually. On a different track, some

(AL; Settles, 2009). In AIDE, the ML model is repeatedly trained on

interfaces were designed with explicit focus on annotation, like VATIC

the latest, user-provided annotations. Once training has finished,

(Vondrick et al., 2013), LabelImg,1 VGG Image Annotator (Dutta &

the model is used to obtain predictions on (yet) unlabelled images.

Zisserman, 2019), VIOLA (Bondi et al., 2017), LabelMe (Russell

Critically, the images are further sorted by an AL criterion, which e.g.

et al., 2008) and commercial tools like LabelBox.2 A few of them have

prioritises images that contain highly unconfident ML model predic-

some form of simple annotation assistance; for example, both VATIC

tions. The promise of using AL then is that a lower number of anno-

and VIOLA offer interpolation for video data to reduce the number of

tated images are required to train an ML model for the task at hand.

annotations required. However, more elaborate labelling assistance is

AIDE has a number of CNN-based ML models and AL criteria built-in,

often absent.

but also accepts custom, user-provided implementations. The result

Recently, computer vision research has focused on automatically

is a collaborative platform that (a) has the potential to greatly acceler-

interpreting ecological imagery (Kellenberger et al., 2018; Norouzzadeh

ate large-scale image annotation projects and (b) allows training ML

et al., 2018; Schneider et al., 2019; Tabak et al., 2019; Willi et al., 2019)

models with potentially lower amounts of training data. To the best

through machine learning (ML) models, in particular convolutional neu-

of our knowledge, AIDE is the first open-source software suite that

ral networks (CNNs; LeCun et al., 2015). CNNs are a family of deep

integrates ML models in an AL manner for image annotation.

learning models designed for recognition tasks in images, such as
image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) or object detection (Lin,
Goyal, et al., 2017), and have become the most widely used variant of
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ML models in computer vision tasks. However, employing these models requires substantial programming effort, as well as a very large col-

2.1 | Overview

lection of labelled images for training. In ecological applications, data
acquisition campaigns often result in large quantities of images, but no

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology is a web-based, col-

annotations, which prevents CNN training. Furthermore, although

laborative annotation platform that includes humans and a predic-

methodologies like pre-training and transfer learning exist that can re-

tion model in a loop, with both parties reinforcing each other for

duce the required number of images and annotations (Kornblith

accelerated label retrieval. Figure 1 illustrates this loop and the key

et al., 2019), obtaining a model that can generalise across an entire

components of AIDE, including:

image dataset still requires large amounts of annotated data from the
target image campaign. This can be attributed to the visual heteroge-

• Labelling interface, the primary access point for annotators and a

neity of the objects of interest in an image, as well as the images themselves: for example, objects (animals, plants, etc.) may exhibit viewpoint

window into the dataset to be annotated (Section 2.2).
• Database, the storage solution for annotations and metadata

or pose variations, they may be of different sizes depending on their

(Section 2.3).

age and distance to the camera, or they might have different fur co-

• Integrated model training, which allows training an ML model on

lours and patterns. Similarly, images may be taken with different cam-

user-provided annotations and obtaining predictions in (yet) unla-

era models, resolutions or during the day or at night. ML models need

belled images (Section 2.4).

to be exposed to these variations by means of training data, and labels,

• Active learning (AL) criterion, responsible for ordering the model

for them to be able to generalise and yield high-quality predictions

predictions, e.g. to maximise model accuracy gain during re-

thoughout the full dataset. These data may not be readily available for

training (Section 2.5).

image labelling campaigns, which limits the usefulness of CNNs, unless
they can be included in the annotation process and incrementally
trained on new annotations provided by the users.
In this work we address both problems—the tedium of manual
photo-interpretation and the constraints of ML models—by unify-

By default, AIDE iterates this loop until the entire dataset has
been annotated. The annotation process can also be terminated
earlier, e.g. upon satisfactory prediction quality of the model. The
following sections outline this loop and the individual components.

ing them into one labelling framework, which we denote Annotation
Interface for Data-driven Ecology (AIDE). AIDE is a web-based, opensource collaboration platform that integrates a versatile labelling tool

2.2 | Labelling interface

and ML models for image annotation, without the requirement of
The labelling interface (Figure 2) is written in JavaScript with the
1

https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg

2

https://labelbox.com

3

For a thorough introduction to CNNs, please refer to Goodfellow et al. (2016).

jQuery library4 and is accessible through any modern web browser.
4

https://jquery.com
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Overview of the workflow

F I G U R E 2 User interface of AIDE,
with the main image viewer (A), viewing
controls (B), the list of label classes (C) and
annotation and navigation controls (D)

It is structured into the following parts: the main image viewer (A)

gets assigned a label). The interface and tool set are automatically

with visualisation controls for zooming, panning, a loupe, etc. (B), the

adjusted depending on the annotation type selected for a project.

list of label classes defined for the current project (C), and controls to

AIDE has been designed to allow one type of annotation per project,

navigate through the images and create and modify annotations (D).

rather than e.g. a fully customisable cascade of dialogues or anno-

Since the main target of AIDE is to obtain labels in the most efficient

tation tags. This allows for a leaner annotation interface and more

way, multi-step workflows, nested dialogues and pop-up messages

straightforward integration of the ML model (Section 2.4). Figure 3

have been avoided as much as possible.

illustrates examples of the interface set up for the four currently supported annotation types.

2.2.1 | Annotation types

2.2.2 | Annotating images

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology supports a number
of annotation types, namely image labels, points (with pixel coordi-

Users can create, modify and delete annotations; the precise in-

nates), bounding boxes and segmentation maps (where every pixel

teraction depending on the annotation type. For instance, a click

4
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F I G U R E 3 AIDE's labelling interface can be customised in many ways and supports multiple annotation types (clockwise, from top left):
image labels, points, bounding boxes and segmentation masks
onto an image either assigns it to a label (for whole-image labelling projects), or else sets a point at the specified position (for
point annotation projects). Clicking and dragging allows drawing

2.3 | User and data management
2.3.1 | Server backend

and modifying bounding boxes, or painting or clearing a segmentation map.

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology stores annotations and

Most of the labelling tools are assigned keyboard shortcuts, so

metadata in a relational database (RDB), specifically Postgres,5 an

that the user can keep their focus on the images, without having

open-source database system. RDBs enable concurrent (i.e. multi-

to look around to find the necessary tool. This also applies to the

user) access, scalability and security on the one hand, but also facili-

list of label classes, whose entries can be organised into hierarchi-

tate tabular data download for further analyses on the other. Note

cal groups, collapsed and searched. For instance, the search field

that images are only referenced through the database, but stored as

can also be accessed through a keystroke—this way, users can keep

files on disk for easier organisation. Images can be uploaded and man-

the mouse cursor in the image view, and select the desired label

aged through the web browser; large images can automatically be

class through simple keyboard operations, without having to scroll

split into patches on a regular grid during upload, if requested. Data

through the list of classes.

input and output between the RDB and the annotation interface is

After a user annotates a set of images, clicking ‘Next’ commits the annotations to the database (see Section 2.3.1 below)

handled by the server-sided logic of AIDE, which is written in Python
and based around bottle.py, a lightweight web server engine.6

and presents a new set of images. Metadata related to the annotation process are stored as well, e.g. annotation author, image
view count, date and time of creation, time required, browser

2.3.2 | User performance evaluation

agent, window size, number of interactions and more. Clicking
‘Previous’ re-displays the image (or batch of images, depending on

Expertise and diligence of annotators may vary, which might be-

the configuration) the user has seen before and allows modifying

come a challenge in collaborative labelling projects. To assist project

annotations therein. Finally, the platform also supports re-visiting
existing annotations, filterable by date and annotation presence/

5

https://www.postgresql.org

absence to skip empty images.

6

https://bottlepy.org
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F I G U R E 4 AIDE provides project
administrators with a graphical interface
to evaluate the annotation accuracy of
users. In the example shown, bounding
boxes drawn by annotators are compared
to those of one selected target user
and require a minimum IoU of 0.5 to be
considered correct. AIDE then reports
precision (y axis) and recall (x axis) values
in a scatter plot (bottom)

administrators, AIDE offers tools for assessing the performance and

model (Figure 5). User annotations, model predictions and predic-

annotation accuracy of users. All users' annotations can be compared

tions converted into annotations all have different drawing styles

to each other (including project administrators) through the web in-

that can be customised to maintain transparency of the origin of

terface (Figure 4). The returned statistics are calculated on the server

an annotation. A welcome screen upon first launch of the inter-

and adjusted to the annotation type: for image labels and segmenta-

face further visualises and explains the different annotation and

tion masks, the overall accuracy is returned; for points and bounding

prediction types. Predictions that have been converted into an-

boxes, AIDE provides precision and recall scores as well as average

notations can be modified, or deleted, by the human; each anno-

spatial point distances, resp. intersection-over-union (IoU) scores.

tation that originated from a model prediction is flagged as such

Furthermore, AIDE also allows the specification of ‘golden questions’

by means of a metadata field in the RDB. Model predictions that

which are images that serve as a reference for evaluation: project ad-

are shown to the user can be filtered by a confidence threshold

ministrators can flag an arbitrarily large set of images as ‘golden ques-

between zero (all predictions are shown) and 1 (all are hidden).

tions’. Every annotator then first sees only the golden question images

Although we did not observe any speedups or accuracy improve-

when they begin with the labelling process in a specific project. The

ment of annotators when showing predictions in the images in our

platform can further be configured to only allow new users to con-

tests, the option is available.

tinue if they pass a certain accuracy criterion (e.g. a recall of 80% or

3. Acceleration: AIDE can alter the order of images based on the

more) on the golden questions, or after explicit admission by the pro-

model predictions to e.g. prioritise particularly difficult images

ject administrator.

(i.e. with low-confidence predictions), or images with a high number of predictions (Figure 6).

2.4 | ML backend

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology is designed to accommodate any ML model, as long as it can be trained in a supervised

At the heart of AIDE lies its capability of training ML models, based on

way on images annotated by the users of the interface. To this end,

the annotations provided by the users. Including ML models into the

AIDE comes with a number of ML models built-in (Section 2.4.2), but

labelling process provides a number of potential advantages, such as:

also accepts third-party models (Section 2.4.3).

1. Guidance: the model can draw the annotators' attention to
parts of an image that look like the objects of interest, which

2.4.1 | Model training

might otherwise have been neglected.
2. Assistance: in the database, user annotations and model predic-

Upon project creation, or later on, administrators can select one of

tions are stored in different tables. However, the interface can be

the available model types that is compatible with their project's se-

configured to automatically convert model predictions into anno-

lected annotation and prediction types. AIDE has a number of ML

tations, which means that humans spend less time labelling targets

models built-in, but those built-in models can be replaced by almost

that have already been identified by a sufficiently well-trained

any user-provided ML model.

6
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F I G U R E 5 If properly trained, a prediction model can help reduce the annotator workload. In the example shown, the model successfully
detected the giraffe (left) and most of the cattle (right), which means that no interaction is required for the left image, and only a few missing
animals need to be annotated in the right image
F I G U R E 6 Number of animals found
by four volunteers in 256 images over the
annotation course. AIDE allows using AL
criteria (see Section 2.5) that prioritise
high-confidence model detections. This
can lead to faster retrieval of animals,
which may be important for certain
applications. See Appendix 5.3 for details
on the study reported in the figure

By default, AIDE counts the number of images viewed by the

training or inference task distributed across all available machines

annotators and the number of annotations made therein, and

for maximum performance. The labelling interface is available all-

compares them to thresholds defined by the project administra-

time without interruptions.

tor. Once the number of images and/or annotations made reaches

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology further offers ad-

the set thresholds, it automatically uses the latest annotations to

vanced controls for administrators to manually start arbitrarily complex

(re-) train the selected ML model in the background, followed by a

sequences of training and inference through a graph-based interface

prediction pass (‘inference’) with the model in its latest state over

(Figure 7). Furthermore, all statistical evaluation functionalities described

unlabelled images. All parameters for automated training and in-

in Section 2.3.2 are also available for evaluating model performance.

ference, such as the number of images until the next re-training,
can be customised through the interface for a project. To the annotators, the model's status is visible through a small notification

2.4.2 | Built-in models

panel, but does not interfere with the annotation process in any
way. Also, AIDE can outsource the model training and inference

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology has a number of deep

process to one, or more, dedicated servers, for scalability. In the

learning models built-in that have been shown to yield high perfor-

case of multiple connected servers, the images will be split and the

mances on computer vision tasks. These include:

Methods in Ecology and Evolu on
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F I G U R E 7 AIDE allows scheduling
custom, arbitrary ML model training
and inference sequences. The example
sequence in the figure would train the
model 11 times, then predict images,
repeat this for four more times and then
use the latest model state to infer the
labels over all images flagged as ‘golden
questions’ (see above)

• ResNet, a CNN for image classification (He et al., 2016). ResNet

ResNet, U-Net employs a form of skip connections between

contains skip connections that can bypass an entire set of lay-

matching layers of the encoder and decoder for maximising infor-

ers (‘residual blocks’). This enabled training CNNs with more lay-

mation and gradient flow through the network, and hence perfor-

ers and resulted in a significant increase of accuracy in e.g. the

mance. In terms of ecological applications, U-Net has been used

ImageNet classification challenge (Deng et al., 2009). As a result,

to map forest types (Wagner et al., 2019) and habitats (Abrams

ResNet currently is one of the most popular architectures for

et al., 2019), and to segment plant roots in soil images (Smith

image classification, including in ecological applications, where it

et al., 2020).

has been used for species identification in camera trap imagery
(Tabak et al., 2019) and bird call classification in spectrograms

All models built-in to AIDE are implemented in PyTorch8 and are

(Sankupellay & Konovalov, 2018). The implementation built-in to

ready to be used with a few clicks through the web interface. All

AIDE offers all common variants of ResNet, including ResNet-18,

models can be configured to the needs of the project directly

34, 50, 101 and 152.
• RetinaNet for object detection and classification with bounding
boxes (Lin, Goyal, et al., 2017). RetinaNet is an evolution of Faster

through the web browser (Figure 8); configuration parameters include e.g. the learning rate, optimiser type, type of ResNet model
and more (see Appendix 5.1 for an example).

R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015), which is widely used in computer vision
research and ecology (Schneider et al., 2018). RetinaNet provides
two advantages over Faster R-CNN: the first is a sequence of

2.4.3 | Custom models

layers called ‘Feature Pyramid Network’ (Lin, Dollár, et al., 2017),
which enables obtaining both high-resolution and semantically

In some cases, the built-in models of AIDE might not be adequate,

expressive features for each location in the image for object de-

or else users of the system may already have an ML model available

tection with high accuracy. The second is the ‘Focal loss’, which

that they would like to use in the annotation process. For these

reduces the penalty for correct predictions whose confidence is

cases, AIDE supports the integration of third-party models. To do

not perfect, but is already good enough, allowing the model to

so, users have to implement Python functions for training, infer-

become more robust to datasets that exhibit strong class imbal-

ence, custom configuration parameters, etc., and make their model

ances. RetinaNet has been successfully used for aerial wildlife

accessible within AIDE (see Appendix 5.2 for details). As long as

counting (Eikelboom et al., 2019) and coral detection (Modasshir

the required Python functions are provided, any libraries, or even

et al., 2018).

programming language, can be used. AIDE will embed the model

• U-Net for semantic segmentation (Ronneberger et al., 2015).7

and automatically handle all data I/O (annotations and predictions

U-Net contains a sequence of encoder and decoder, which map

to and from the database, images, model states, etc.). Finally, all

the image to a lower spatial resolution, but high-dimensional fea-

models, including third-party contributions, directly benefit from

tures (encoder) and scale them back to high spatial resolution

the model training and performance evaluation options discussed

through transposed convolutions or interpolation (decoder). Like

above.

7

Semantic segmentation is the assignment of a label class to every pixel in an image.

8

https://pytorch.org
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F I G U R E 8 AIDE allows configuring
model options for each project through
the web browser. If model settings are
provided in the right format, they will be
rendered with graphical elements and can
incorporate explanation texts and links for
each parameter; this is also available for
third-party models (see Appendix 5.2)

2.5 | Active Learning for human-machine
collaboration
In most ML workflows, a model is trained once on parts of a dataset
and then kept static during a prediction phase on the rest of the images. While this may work if sufficient data have been labelled, it is
less than optimal for situations where the initial number of existing
annotations is low, or a model is to be re-used over e.g. a new set of
images whose visual appearance is very different from the one in
the training set. In this case, specific domain adaptation strategies
can be devised to compensate for the domain shift (Tuia et al., 2016),
but at the cost of custom-built ML models that are difficult to use for
non-specialists.
Instead, AIDE integrates prediction models in an active learn-

F I G U R E 9 Precision-recall curves of an object detector CNN
with initial performance (grey) and after five (dashed) and ten (solid)
AL iterations with three different AL criteria

ing (AL) loop (Kellenberger et al., 2019; Settles, 2009), also known
as a ‘human-in-the-loop’ system (Brodley, 2017): humans begin la-

after maximum confidence. Like for ML models, AIDE also sup-

belling images, and after a (customisable) number of annotations

ports custom AL criteria. Once the chain of model training, pre-

have been made, these are automatically used to re-train the

diction and ranking through the AL criterion is completed, the

model. Model training is performed in the background, optionally

image entries in the database are updated with the priority score

on separate machines. This does not interfere with the annota-

provided by the AL criterion. Then, as soon as the annotator(s)

tion process; i.e., users can continue labelling while the model

click ‘Next’ they are automatically presented with the newly pre-

is updated with the images and annotations that were available

dicted images, sorted by the priority score. In the end, this means

when the re-training process was started. Once the training ses-

that more relevant images are shown to the user with higher pri-

sion has finished, the latest model state is committed to the RDB

ority throughout the entire labelling process, with the notion of

and employed to predict images that have not yet been reviewed

relevance depending on the task.

by the annotators. The newly predicted images are then directly

As an example, AL can be used to improve model performance

considered through an active learning (AL) criterion: AIDE can be

after a given number of annotated images. Figure 9 shows preci-

configured to prioritise the order in which the images are pre-

sion-recall curves of CNNs on large mammal detection in aerial im-

sented to the user, e.g. by how many predictions, or by the con-

ages, before fine-tuning (grey) and after five (dashed) and ten (solid)

fidence of such predictions. To this end, a number of AL criteria

iterations with different AL criteria (see Appendix 5.4 for details).

are built-in, including Breaking Ties (Luo et al., 2005), and sorting

Note that the prediction quality of the CNN improves with all tested

Methods in Ecology and Evolu on
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criteria, including simple random image ordering (i.e. no AL) over the

applications by means of interactive integration of ML models in

original base model (grey), but the improvement after only five AL

an easy-to-use manner. Effectively, AIDE does not require users to

iterations is the highest with a dedicated AL criterion (Breaking Ties;

write a single line of code, if they decide to use one of the built-in

Luo et al., 2005).

or contributed third-party models. However, AIDE is still a growing project, and as such has a number of limitations, including the

3 | AIDE FOR COMMUNIT Y DE VELOPMENT

following:
• Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology currently only sup-

Integrating ML models into the labelling process eventually results
in model states that are highly optimised for the data at hand.

ports RGB images and is not compatible with multi-band images,
georeferenced data or other media types like videos.

This is particularly helpful for large-scale image campaigns, where

• Only the four annotation types mentioned are supported at this

a well-trained model may result in reduced annotation efforts.

moment. We plan to add compatibility for other types, such as

However, the benefits of ML reach further: once trained, mod-

more complex polygons or instance segmentation maps, in up-

els can be used across individual projects. Oftentimes, ecologists

coming releases, and will also include appropriate ML models for

conduct image campaigns with similar targets in mind, e.g. with

them.

images containing the same species, comparable types of back-

• Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology does not offer

ground, or from the same viewpoint (ground-based, airborne, etc.).

‘instantaneous’ updates or predictions, i.e. live updates in an

In these cases, re-using ML model states from other, similar pro-

image on the screen after every click of the user. Rather, it is

jects provides a starting point that has the potential to accelerate

designed for projects with a high number of images where model

labelling campaigns even further.

updates are to be carried out after a number of images have been

To this end, an upcoming release of AIDE will include a ‘model

annotated.

marketplace’ where users will be able to share trained ML model

• Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology relieves the user

states across projects. At the start of each annotation project,

from having to write code, if they select one of the built-in

users will be able to browse through a catalogue of available

models. However, training ML models still requires a certain

model states. Each state is accompanied with a description, a list

degree of expert knowledge. AIDE does not offer any automa-

of label classes the model supports and other related metadata.

tion (e.g. hyperparameter search) or suggestions to this end,

This way, users can select the most appropriate model state as a

as many model training details depend on the data and ob-

starting point and obtain even higher quality predictions straight

jective at hand. However, users can evaluate different models

from the start of the annotation process. Likewise, once a user

through the built-in tools for model training and performance

decides that the model in their own project is sufficiently trained,

assessment.

they can decide to share its state with others by providing the

• Models need to be trained to a certain degree on the data to be

mentioned metadata (name, description, etc.) and sharing it on

useful for interactive setups. In the case of deep learning mod-

the marketplace. For privacy reasons, only the aforementioned

els, this requires a comparably large set of existing labels, limiting

metadata and model parameters will be shared, which sufficiently

their use at the start of annotation projects. If a new project is

prevents conclusions about the images of the originating project.

started with a completely untrained deep learning model, the lat-

Also, model states have to be shared explicitly by a project ad-

ter will usually provide random labels per image, resp. per pixel

ministrator and will be shareable either only across the admin-

in the case of image classification and semantic segmentation, or

istrator's own projects, or globally. Owners of the model states

predictions in all possible locations of the image for points and

can further discard any information about the origin, such as their

bounding boxes. We intend to address this obstacle in a future

AIDE account name.

release of AIDE through the ‘model marketplace’ as highlighted in

Eventually, we foresee AIDE and the model marketplace as a

Section 3.

platform to enhance ecological image analysis in a collaborative way,

• While AIDE offers tools to train ML models and evaluate model

beyond the individual project. Once a sufficient number of applica-

prediction and user performances (cf. Section 2.3.2), it does not

tions and image types have been covered by shared model states,

guarantee high-quality annotations or well-performing ML mod-

labelling efforts will be reduced to a minimum for any new image

els by itself. Eventually, it will always be the project administra-

campaign. This will enable ecologists to allot more time for the data

tors' responsibility to verify the accuracy of provided annotations,

interpretation, rather than the annotation process.

and to ensure that ML models are trained to the degree required
for the individual annotation project.

4 | LI M ITATI O N S O F A I D E

Finally, we would like to note that AIDE is still work in progress
and will grow in functionality over time. We hope to be able to de-

Annotation Interface for Data-driven Ecology was designed to en-

liver a solution that facilitates using ML models in as many ecological

able large-scale, collaborative annotation projects for ecological

applications as possible.
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the images acquired. ML models, in particular convolutional neural

The proposed platform (AIDE) is open source and available for down-

networks (CNNs), have demonstrated high potential for accelerat-

load at https://github.com/microsoft/aerial_wildlife_detection. The

ing this manual work. However, they often require involved cod-

version of AIDE used in this manuscript (Microsoft, 2020) can be ob-

ing efforts, which likely prevented broad adoption in many ecology

tained at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4028309. Note that this is

projects.

a frozen code that will not contain the latest updates and develop-

In this study we presented Annotation Interface for Data-driven

ments beyond the state at publication of this manuscript. For the

Ecology (AIDE), an open-source web framework that integrates a

official and latest release, please refer to the official GitHub link. The

flexible and easy-to-use annotation platform with CNN-based pre-

images used for the studies behind Figures 6 and 9 are available at

diction models. AIDE is a versatile labelling tool that offers a high

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1204408 (Reinhard et al., 2015).

degree of customisability, support for various annotation types

Labels are available from the authors upon request.

and support for multiple users. It is also one of the first annotation platforms that employs ML models to assist annotators in their
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